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Abstract
Koopman theory asserts that a nonlinear dynamical
system can be mapped to a linear system, where
the Koopman operator advances observations of the
state forward in time. However, the observable
functions that map states to observations are gener-
ally unknown. We introduce the Deep Variational
Koopman (DVK) model, a method for inferring dis-
tributions over observations that can be propagated
linearly in time. By sampling from the inferred dis-
tributions, we obtain a distribution over dynamical
models, which in turn provides a distribution over
possible outcomes as a modeled system advances
in time. Experiments show that the DVK model is
effective at long-term prediction for a variety of dy-
namical systems. Furthermore, we describe how to
incorporate the learned models into a control frame-
work, and demonstrate that accounting for the un-
certainty present in the distribution over dynamical
models enables more effective control.
1 Introduction
In order to analyze, control, and predict the evolution
of dynamical systems, we require knowledge about their
governing equations. For many complex systems of inter-
est, the exact governing equations are either unknown or
are prohibitively expensive to accurately evaluate. These
challenges have inspired recent interest in learning system
dynamics directly from data. In particular, neural network
dynamics models have garnered widespread attention due
to their ability to model complex functions with high-
dimensional inputs such as image data [Krishnan et al., 2017;
Rangapuram et al., 2018; Moerland et al., 2017;
Karl et al., 2017; Fraccaro et al., 2017].
Data-driven dynamics modeling is of particular interest to
the field of reinforcement learning (RL), where the goal is
to automatically learn control policies that satisfy predefined
objectives. Model-based RL algorithms, which attempt to ex-
plicitly model environment dynamics, have the potential to
solve complex tasks while requiring significantly less expe-
rience than model-free algorithms. However, the difficulty
of constructing accurate data-driven dynamics models has
so far allowed model-free approaches to outperform model-
based approaches on many problems. Nonetheless, recent
work has demonstrated that planning algorithms combined
with neural network dynamics models can achieve strong per-
formance on a variety of tasks while requiring less environ-
mental interaction than state-of-the-art model-free RL algo-
rithms [Chua et al., 2018; Hafner et al., 2018].
The exact form of a dynamics model has strong im-
plications for how easily the model can be incorporated
into a control or planning framework. Neural networks
are nonlinear functions, meaning neural dynamics models
might not be well suited for many control methods designed
for linear systems. For this reason, approaches such as
E2C [Watter et al., 2015] and RCE [Banijamali et al., 2018]
train neural networks to map states to a latent space where
the dynamics can be evolved according to locally linear mod-
els that enable action selection through iLQR. Koopman the-
ory [Koopman, 1931] offers an alternative viewpoint through
which nonlinear dynamics can be mapped to linear dynam-
ics. It posits the existence of a linear operator that acts on
observable functions of the state to advance them forward
in time. The exact form of the observable functions is usu-
ally not known, but recent work has sought to learn them
automatically using neural networks [Lusch et al., 2018;
Takeishi et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017; Otto and Rowley, 2017].
Furthermore, it has been shown that data-driven mod-
els that leverage Koopman theory can be used for con-
trol in a wide array of applications [Kaiser et al., 2017;
Korda and Mezic´, 2018; Morton et al., 2018].
In this work, we introduce the Deep Variational Koopman
(DVK) model, a method for inferring distributions over Koop-
man observations that can be propagated linearly in time. Our
method requires the training of a single neural network model,
but enables the sampling of an ensemble of linear dynamics
models in the space of observations. Taken together, this
model ensemble effectively provides a distribution over the
system dynamics. In evaluations on benchmark problems, we
demonstrate that DVK models can be used for accurate long-
term prediction with reasonable uncertainty estimates. Addi-
tionally, we explain how the linear model ensembles can be
easily incorporated into an existing control framework, and
we empirically demonstrate that controller effectiveness im-
proves as the size of the model ensemble grows.
2 Dynamics Modeling
In this section, we provide background on the Koopman op-
erator and its relation to forced dynamical systems. Subse-
quently, we derive an objective function for inferring distri-
butions over Koopman observations, which yields a practical
training procedure for inferring Koopman observations from
data.
2.1 The Koopman Operator
Consider a nonlinear discrete-time dynamical system subject
to control inputs described by xt+1 = F (xt,ut), where
xt ∈ R
n and ut ∈ R
p. Koopman theory asserts that there
exists an infinite-dimensional linear operatorK that advances
all observable functions h of the state and control inputs for-
ward in time. Under the assumption that the control inputs
are not evolving dynamically, this update equation takes the
form [Proctor et al., 2018]:
Kh(xt,ut) = h(F (xt,ut),0) = h(xt+1,0). (1)
If there exist a finite number of observable functions
{h1, . . . , hm} that span a subspace H such that Kh ∈ H for
all h ∈ H, then H is considered to be an invariant subspace
and K becomes a finite-dimensional operatorK .
In this work, we assume that the observables take the form
h(xt,ut) = g(xt) + Lut, where g(xt) represents an obser-
vation of state xt and L ∈ R
1×p is a matrix. Under the
assumption of a finite-dimensional Koopman operator and
defining the vector-valued observables h = [h1, . . . , hm]
⊺
and g = [g1, . . . , gm]
⊺, we have the update equation:
g(xt+1) = Kh(xt,ut) = [A B]
[
g(xt)
ut
]
= Ag(xt) +But.
(2)
The above expression describes the forward-time evolution
of the observations g(xt); if A is invertible we can likewise
describe the reverse-time evolution as
g(xt) = A
−1 (g(xt+1)−But) . (3)
Consider a sequence of control inputs u1:T−1 applied to
a system with a finite-dimensional Koopman operator, re-
sulting in a sequence of states x1:T . Define the matrices
Z ∈ R(m+p)×(T−1), Y ∈ Rm×(T−1) as:
Z =
[
g(x1) g(x2) . . . g(xT−1)
u1 u2 . . . uT−1
]
Y = [g(x2) g(x3) . . . g(xT )] .
(4)
Under the assumptions outlined above, we can recoverA and
B through [A B] = Y Z† for sufficiently long sequences,
where Z† is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of Z . Unfortu-
nately, the true form of the observables is generally unknown.
In this work, we attempt to infer the sequence of observations
g(x1), . . . ,g(xT ) based on a sequence of control inputs and
the time evolution of the state of a dynamical system. Note
that we do not model the functions g directly, but instead at-
tempt to infer the value of the observations.
gt gt+1
ut
zt zt−1
xt
gt ut
t = 1 : T t = 1 : T − 1
Figure 1: Graphical model. Each observation gt is a function of
the previous observation and control input. Because the dynami-
cal model that governs the time evolution of z1:T−1 is derived di-
rectly from g1:T and u1:T−1, influence flows from these variables
to z1:T−1.
2.2 Inference Procedure
Consider a system subjected to a sequence of control inputs
u1:T−1, causing it to traverse a set of states x1:T . We assume
there exist observations of the states g(xt) such that the sys-
tem can be simulated linearly in time as outlined in Eq. (2)
and Eq. (3). Furthermore, we assume that the sequence is
sufficiently long such that, when we form the matrices Z and
Y as defined above, we have [A B] = Y Z†, i.e. we can
find the true A and B matrices directly from the observations
and control inputs. Let gt be a latent variable representing
the observation g(xt). Additionally, we introduce z1:T as a
set of latent variables that enforce that multi-step predictions
made with the derived dynamics model allow for accurate re-
constructions of the states x1:T . Because we would expect
prediction error to grow with time, we simulate the zt’s back-
ward in time such that the lowest reconstruction error is gen-
erally obtained at time T , which in turn will allow more ac-
curate predictions for how a system will evolve in future, un-
observed time steps. The values of z1:T can be determined
through:
zT = gT , zt = A
−1 (zt+1 −But) . (5)
Finally, we assume that xt = g
−1(zt), i.e. the states xt are
generated by inverting the observable function g(·). Figure 1
shows the graphical model for this problem.
We desire a model that maximizes the likelihood assigned
to a sequence of observed states x1:T conditioned on actions
u1:T−1. In modeling this density, we need to account for the
presence of latent variables g1:T and z1:T . We can write the
expression for the likelihood L = p(x1:T | u1:T−1) in terms
of the observed and latent variables as:
L =
∫
p(g1:T , z1:T ,x1:T | u1:T−1)dg1:Tdz1:T . (6)
By the chain rule, the integrand can be factored into:
p(g1:T , z1:T ,x1:T | u1:T−1) = p(g1:T | u1:T−1)×
p(z1:T | g1:T ,u1:T−1) p(x1:T | g1:T , z1:T ,u1:T−1)
(7)
Each term can be simplified using the conditional indepen-
dence assumptions encoded by the graphical model. The first
term can be simplified to:
p(g1:T | u1:T−1) = p(g1)
∏T
t=2
p(gt | gt−1,ut−1). (8)
Each factor in the above expression can be thought of as a
(conditional) prior over an observation at time t. The second
term in the integrand describes the distribution over variables
z1:T , whose values can be determined exactly using Eq. (5) if
g1:T and u1:T−1 are known. Thus, we find:
p(z1:T | g1:T ,u1:T−1) = δ(zT | gT )×∏T−1
t=1
δ(zt | zt+1,g1:T ,u1:T−1),
(9)
where δ(· | ·) represents a deterministic relationship. From
the structure of the graphical model, the last term becomes:
p(x1:T | g1:T , z1:T ,u1:T−1) =
∏T
t=1
p(xt | zt). (10)
Even with these simplifications, evaluating the likeli-
hood expression is generally intractable because it requires
marginalizing over the latent variables. Therefore, instead
of optimizing this objective directly, we use variational infer-
ence to optimize a lower bound. We introduce q(g1:T , z1:T |
x1:T ,u1:T−1), an approximation of the true posterior distri-
bution over the latent variables. Multiplying and dividing the
likelihood expression by this quantity, taking the logarithm of
both sides, and invoking Jensen’s inequality, we find a lower
bound on the log-likelihood ℓ = log p(x1:T | u1:T−1):
ℓ ≥E
[∑T
t=1
log p(xt | zt)
]
+ E
[
log p(g1) +
∑T
t=2
log p(gt | gt−1,ut−1)
]
− E [log q(g1:T , z1:T | x1:T ,u1:T−1)] ,
(11)
where the expectations are taken with respect to samples of
z1:T and g1:T drawn from q.
We now consider simplified expressions for the approxi-
mate posterior distribution. The chain rule tells us that:
q(g1:T , z1:T | x1:T ,u1:T−1) =
q(g1:T | x1:T ,u1:T−1)q(z1:T | g1:T ,x1:T ,u1:T−1).
(12)
As stated previously, given knowledge of g1:T and u1:T−1,
z1:T are known exactly. Thus, we know log q(z1:T |
g1:T ,x1:T ,u1:T−1) = 0. Additionally, we can factorize
q(g1:T | x1:T ,u1:T−1) as:
q(g1:T | x1:T ,u1:T−1) = q(g1 | x1:T ,u1:T−1)×∏T
t=2
q(gt | g1:t−1,x1:T ,u1:T−1).
(13)
Since all variables gt are assumed to be parents of variables
z1:T−1, influence can flow from all states and actions to each
gt, and thus the above expression cannot be simplified any
further based on conditional independence relationships. Tak-
ing the logarithm of the quantities in Eq. (13) and incorporat-
ing these into Eq. (11), we arrive at the following lower bound
on the log-likelihood objective:
ℓ ≥ E
z1:T∼q
[∑T
t=1
log p(xt | zt)
]
−DKL [q(g1 | x1:T ,u1:T−1) || p(g1)]−
∑T
t=2
DtKL,
(14)
where DtKL represents the KL-divergence between q(gt |
g1:t−1,x1:T ,u1:T−1) and p(gt | gt−1,ut−1) for t =
2, . . . , T . Thus, we have found a lower bound on our true
objective that is comprised of the likelihood of the observed
states x1:T given z1:T , as well as the KL-divergence between
the approximate posterior and (conditional) prior distribu-
tions over the observations gt. The following section pro-
vides a practical training procedure for maximizing this ob-
jective.
2.3 Optimization Procedure
The expectation in the derived lower bound can be estimated
through Monte Carlo sampling. To raise the lower bound,
we simultaneously optimize the parameters of six neural net-
works, which together comprise the Deep Variational Koop-
man model. The size of each neural network, which is held
constant across all experiments, is listed after the name of
each model (e.g. [64, 64] would represent a two-layer neural
network with 64 neurons in each layer).
1. TheDecoder Network [64, 32] is parameterized by θ and
outputs µt, the mean of a Gaussian distribution over
state xt given zt, represented by pθ(xt | zt). We as-
sume that the distribution over xt has constant covari-
ance. Hence, maximizing the log-likelihood is equiva-
lent to minimizing the square error between µt and xt.
2. The Temporal Encoder Network [64] is a bidirectional
LSTM that maps a sequence of states x1:T and actions
u1:T−1 to a low-dimensional encoding that summarizes
the system time evolution.
3. The Initial Observation Inference Network [64] is pa-
rameterized by ϕ and outputs the parameters to a Gaus-
sian distribution over observation g1 given the out-
put of the temporal encoder, represented by qϕ(g1 |
x1:T ,u1:T−1).
4. The Observation Encoder Network [64] is a recurrent
neural network that takes in observations g1:t−1 and out-
puts an encoding describing their time evolution. The
encoding is updated as more observations are sampled.
5. The Observation Inference Network [64, 64] is param-
eterized by φ and outputs the parameters to a Gaus-
sian distribution over observation gt given the output of
the Temporal and Observation Encoder Networks, repre-
sented by qφ(gt | g1:t−1,x1:T ,u1:T−1).
6. TheConditional Prior Network [64, 32] is parameterized
by ψ and outputs the parameters to a Gaussian condi-
tional prior distribution over observation gt. The output
distribution is conditioned on the previous observation
and action, and is represented by pψ(gt | gt−1,ut−1).
Given a sequence of states x1:T and actions u1:T−1, we
can sample observations g1:T from the Observation Infer-
ence Network and subsequently find the A and B matrices
that govern the observation dynamics through [A B] = Y Z†
and A−1 = (Y − BΓ)X†, where Γ = [u1, . . . ,uT−1] and
X = [g(x1), . . . ,g(xT−1)]. Finally, z1:T can be found
through Eq. (5), and the Decoder Network can output state
predictions.
Each time a new set of observations g1:T is sampled, we
obtain a new, globally linear dynamics model. By sampling
many times, we obtain an ensemble of linear models that can
provide a distribution over future outcomes for a given sys-
tem. This notion of uncertainty can be appealing for a variety
of tasks, including prediction and control in circumstances
where data is limited. The next section details how the DVK
model can enable uncertainty-aware control.
3 Control
Our goal is to select a sequence of control inputs u1:H
that minimizes C =
∑H
t=1 c(xt,ut), the total incurred
cost, where c(xt,ut) is the instantaneous cost. Designing
controllers for nonlinear systems can be challenging, while
many techniques exist for controlling linear systems. DVK
models provide linear dynamics models, which makes them
amenable for incorporation into many control frameworks.
Below we outline considerations relating to using DVK mod-
els for control.
3.1 Cost Function
While the DVK model provides us with linear dynamics, the
dynamics are linear in the latent variables zt. Thus, we re-
quire a cost that is a function of zt, not xt. Specifying such
a cost function can be difficult; a common choice is to define
the cost to be the L2-distance between the latent representa-
tion of the current state and the representation for a goal state.
Such a choice is restrictive but can be justified when the states
are represented as visual inputs [Nair et al., 2018].
However, it is often easier to specify the cost as a function
of the state directly. For this reason, we define the cost as
a function of the state and construct local quadratic approx-
imations of the cost cˆ(zt,ut) in the latent space. Building
these local approximations requires finding the gradient and
Hessian of the state cost with respect to zt, which in turn re-
quires nonzero second derivatives of the activation functions
in the Decoder Network, precluding piecewise linear ReLU
activations.
3.2 Optimizing Action Sequences
We use the Differential Dynamic Programming (DDP) trajec-
tory optimization algorithm to find an action sequence that
minimizes the total predicted cost C. The DDP algorithm
starts with an action sequence to form an initial reference tra-
jectory, and uses the dynamic programming principle to it-
eratively update the action sequence and reference trajectory
to minimize the predicted cost [Tassa et al., 2012]. DDP re-
quires locally quadratic approximations to the system dynam-
ics and cost at all points along the reference trajectory. The
DVKmodel provides us with linear dynamics models and the
ability to find locally quadratic approximations to the cost,
and thus can be readily incorporated into the DDP algorithm.
A further consideration is that some systems may have con-
straints on the control inputs. To account for the presence
of such constraints, we optimize the action sequence u˜1:H ,
where we define ut = umaxtanh(u˜t), and umax represents
the control saturation limits. Because of the presence of the
hyperbolic tangent in this expression, the DDP algorithm re-
quires us to make a quadratic approximation of the system
dynamics with respect to the control inputs u˜1:H .
3.3 Accounting for Uncertainty
The standard DDP algorithm assumes the existence of a sin-
gle, (locally) linear dynamics model. However, DVK models
give us the ability to sample many possible dynamics mod-
els, which taken together can encode uncertainty about how a
system will evolve in time. Accounting for such uncertainty
can enable more effective control. Below are two methods we
considered for performing uncertainty-aware control.
Optimize for expected cost. Given k models with
{[A,B]i}i=1:k and {z1,i}i=1:k, construct an augmented state
zt,aug that represents the concatenation of the zt-values across
all models. The dynamics of the augmented state will be
described by creating a block-diagonal matrix out of the A-
matrices and stacking the B-matrices into a single matrix.
A similar procedure can be performed with the cost gradi-
ents and Hessians to find quadratic approximations to the cost
function along the reference trajectory. The action sequence
can be optimized according to the expected cost across all
models.
Optimize for worst-case cost. Given an initial action se-
quence and k models, find the model predicting the largest
cost and use that model to update the state and action trajec-
tory. Subsequently find the model predicting that largest cost
under the new action sequence and repeat until convergence.
3.4 Model Predictive Control
In the presence of disturbances or model errors, executing an
entire action sequence determined through DDP may be in-
advisable. Because DVK dynamics models will not provide
perfect predictions for the time evolution of a system, we per-
form model predictive control (MPC) for closed-loop trajec-
tory planning. At each time step, we feed the last T observed
states and actions into the DVK model to find an ensemble of
dynamicsmodels {[A,B]i}i=1:k and initial states {z1,i}i=1:k.
Next, we use the DDP procedures outlined above to solve for
action sequence u1:H , execute the first action in the sequence,
and replan at the next time step.
4 Experiments
This section evaluates the performance of the Deep Varia-
tional Koopman models on benchmark problems for dynam-
ics modeling and control. We have limited these experi-
ments to low-dimensional problems because it is easier to
visualize whether the models have provided reasonable un-
certainty estimates. However, there is no reason why DVK
models could not be applied to high-dimensional systems. Fu-
ture work will focus on higher-dimensional problems such
as fluid flow control, as it has already been shown that
Koopman-based approaches can be effective for such appli-
cations [Morton et al., 2018].
4.1 Dynamics Modeling
We evaluate the ability of DVK models to learn dynamics
on three benchmark problems: inverted pendulum, cartpole,
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Figure 2: Results from the acrobot environment. The first 64 steps
are reconstruction and the final 64 steps are prediction. Black lines
indicate true state values, blue lines represent mean predictions, and
shaded regions represent the range of predictions across all models.
and acrobot (or double pendulum). We use the OpenAI
Gym [Brockman et al., 2016] implementation of each envi-
ronment, and modify the cartpole and acrobot environments
to give them continuous action spaces.
Baseline Models
We benchmark the performance of DVKmodels against three
baseline models. For a fair comparison, whenever a baseline
shares a component with the DVK model, such as the bidi-
rectional LSTM and decoder in the DVBF and LSTM mod-
els, we use the exact same hyperparameters across all mod-
els. In our experiments, all latent states were set to be four-
dimensional.
The Deep Variational Bayes Filter (DVBF)
model [Karl et al., 2017] assumes the presence of latent states
zt with locally linear dynamics zt+1 = Atzt+Btut+Ctwt,
where At, Bt, and Ct are functions of the current latent state
and wt is a noise vector. The distribution over w1 is output
by a bidirectional LSTM that encodes information about the
sequence of states x1:T , and z1 is assumed to be a function
ofw1.
The Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) model propagates
a latent state zt with a recurrent neural network and uses a
decoder network to map zt to xt. The latent state at each
time step is a function of the previous latent state, the previous
control input, and the network hidden state. The initial latent
state z1 is drawn from a distribution output by a bidirectional
LSTM that encodes information about states x1:T .
We train an ensemble of 10Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs).
Each model is a fully-connected network trained to map the
current state and action to the next state. We can use the range
of predictions in the model ensemble as a measure of uncer-
tainty. Recent work has shown that ensembles of MLPs can
serve as probabilistic dynamics models that enable effective
control on a variety of tasks [Chua et al., 2018].
Training Details
All models were implemented in Tensor-
Flow [Abadi et al., 2015]. In each environment, 1000
trials were run for 256 time steps with random control
inputs. Models were trained on subsequences of states and
actions extracted from the trial data. Knowledge about a
sequence of states x1:T is required to sample the initial
latent state in the DVK, DVBF, and LSTM models (and
the dynamics model for DVK). For this reason, we must
draw a distinction between reconstruction, in which a model
simulates the evolution of states x1:T about which it already
has knowledge, and prediction, in which a model predicts the
evolution of states xT+1:T+H .
In calculating Z† and X†, a small scalar value may need
to be added to the diagonal entries of Z and X to avoid con-
ditioning issues, meaning that the A−1 matrix found by the
DVKmodel might not be the true inverse ofA. If the model is
trained only for reconstruction, in which it simulates the sys-
tem backward in time with A−1, it may not perform well in
prediction when it uses A for the forward-time dynamics. To
ensure that the system can be simulated accurately with both
A and A−1, we train the DVK model to minimize the sum
of the reconstruction and prediction errors for states x1:T+H ,
where we often set T = H . We found that employing a simi-
lar training procedure inhibited learning for the LSTMmodel,
but did improve the predictive performance of the DVBF, and
as such all DVBF results are from models trained in this man-
ner.
Results
We evaluate the trained models on 5000 64-step test se-
quences from each environment. For each test sequence, we
generate 10 predictions with each model. For each predic-
tion, the DVBF and LSTM models sample different initial
latent states z1, and the DVK model samples different values
of zT and dynamics matrices. We obtain distinct predictions
from the MLP ensemble by generating recursive predictions
with each trained model. Figure 2 provides a qualitative pic-
ture of the DVK model’s ability to simulate the dynamics on
one test sequence. We can observe strong agreement between
the model’s predictions and the true time evolution of the sys-
tem, with higher uncertainty present near local minima and
maxima.
The predictive performance of the models are quantified
according to two metrics: (1) mean squared error (MSE) as a
function of prediction horizon, averaged across the 10 predic-
tions and 5000 trials, and (2) negative log-likelihood (NLL)
of the test data as a function of prediction horizon, summed
across trials. The likelihood is calculated by fitting a Gaussian
distribution to the 10 predictions generated by each model
and determining the probability density that distribution as-
signs to the true state value. Figure 3 shows model perfor-
mance according to these metrics on the three studied environ-
ments. The likelihood results for the LSTM model are omit-
ted because its fitted distributions assigned zero likelihood to
some of the test data, which corresponds to infinite negative
log-likelihood.
TheMLP ensemble performs quite well, achieving low pre-
diction error and assigning high likelihood to the test data.
However, the results for the pendulum problem, where the
prediction error grows exponentially, illustrate one drawback
of using models trained to make single-step predictions. The
prediction errors for such models can grow exponentially
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Number of Models
Cost Fraction of Time Vertical Falls per Trial
Worst Case Expected Worst Case Expected Worst Case Expected
1 - 370.7 - 0.632 - 0.353
5 307.5 285.7 0.710 0.732 0.312 0.111
10 291.9 274.3 0.733 0.748 0.218 0.063
30 251.6 270.9 0.771 0.748 0.061 0.055
Table 1: Control Performance
when they are used to make multi-step predictions due to er-
rors compounding over time [Venkatraman et al., 2015]. In
fact, over a horizon of 128 time steps in the pendulum envi-
ronment the mean-squared prediction error for the MLP en-
semble grows to values on the order of 106. The DVK model
achieves competitive performance with the MLP ensemble,
while not suffering from the same instabilities and also pro-
viding linear dynamics models that can be used more easily
for control.
The DVBF outperforms the LSTM baseline, and attains
performance that is often close to that of the DVK model,
but at a much higher computational cost. The DVK model
computes a single dynamics model that it uses to propagate
the latent state for all time steps, while the DVBF must com-
pute a new dynamics model, which is a nonlinear function
of the current latent state, at each time step. Therefore, the
computational graph for the DVBF takes significantly longer
to compile, and furthermore in our experiments the time re-
quired to perform a forward and backward pass during train-
ing was approximately an order or magnitude longer for the
DVBF.
4.2 Control
We evaluate the effectiveness of the control procedure de-
tailed in Section 3 on the inverted pendulum environment, in
which the goal is to swing up and balance an underactuated
pendulum. The cost function penalizes deviations of the pen-
dulum from vertical, as well as nonzero angular velocities and
control inputs. In each episode, the pendulum is initialized in
a random state and the system is simulated for 256 time steps.
We ran 50 trials with random control inputs and trained a
DVKmodel on the trial data with a reconstruction and predic-
tion horizon of T = H = 16. Because the original dataset did
not contain many instances where the pendulum was near the
goal state, we ran 20 additional trials where the actions were
selected through MPC optimizing for expected cost with five
sampled models. We then finetuned the DVK model on data
from these trials before carrying out the final experiments.
The results for different ensemble sizes and optimization
procedures, taken from 1000 seeded trials, can be found in
Table 1. We quantify performance according to (1) the av-
erage cost incurred in each trial, (2) the fraction of the time
the pendulumwas vertical (θ ∈ [−π/8, π/8]) across all trials,
and (3) the average number of falls per trial. A fall is classi-
fied as a scenario where θ 6∈ [−π/8, π/8] after being in the
interval for more than 20 time steps. The best performance
according to each metric is highlighted in bold.
The results show a clear benefit from sampling more mod-
els. The trend in performance improvement is more pro-
nounced for the worst-case optimization scheme; when op-
timizing for expected cost we do see a benefit to sampling
more models, but with diminishing returns. The best perfor-
mance is obtained with 30 models, with the lowest average
cost achieved through a worst-case optimization procedure.
However, optimizing for expected cost leads to much better
performance for smaller model ensembles, and thus could be
a preferable approach if the goal is to obtain satisfactory per-
formance while keeping the number of sampled models low.
5 Conclusions
We introduced the Deep Variational Koopman model, a
method for inferring Koopman observations and sampling en-
sembles of linear dynamics models that can be used for pre-
diction and control. We demonstrated that DVK models were
able to perform accurate, long-term prediction on a series of
benchmark tasks, and that accounting for the uncertainty en-
coded by multiple sampled models improved controller per-
formance on the inverted pendulum task. Future work will
focus on applying the DVK models to higher-dimensional
problems and more complex tasks, such as fluid flow con-
trol. Source code associated with this project can be found at
https://github.com/sisl/variational_koopman.
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